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U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH
Q2 real GDP rose 6.7% q/q. Expect 5.7% y/y growth in 2021 and 4.5% in 2022. The economy gets to full employment around 2023
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THE CONSUMER SECTOR
Consumer spending is now exceeding pre-pandemic levels, up 7.0% y/y in Aug. ’21, reflecting the economic stimulus and vaccinations 
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THE HOUSING MARKET
The housing market is still strong. But, the chaotic market is showing signs of calming down, with skyrocketing home prices 
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THE HOUSING MARKET
Mortgage rates have fallen by over 200 basis points since mid-Nov ’18 close to record lows, due to the pandemic, trade tensions, lower interest rates 
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THE CONSUMER SECTOR
Core consumer inflation cooled to 4% y/y in August, but about a third of the gain reflects transitory base effects and supply chain bottlenecks 
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THE LABOR MARKET
The labor market added almost 235K more jobs in Aug. ’21. It lost 22.4M jobs due to the pandemic lockdowns. The jobless rate is now 5.2% 
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THE LABOR MARKET
The labor market is 76% recovered. The sectors that lost the most jobs due to Covid-19, including leisure, are showing the biggest job gains 
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MANUFACTURING
US factories are recovering from the pandemic, but output levels lag cycle peak in Dec ‘18 before tariffs put them into recession 
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AUTO SECTOR
Auto plants shut down during the pandemic. In addition to structural issues, the sector faces a severe chip shortage, lean stocks and higher prices 
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BUSINESS CAPEX
Expect business capex to display a tale of three cities in 2021-22, with replacement and software capex growing and expansion capex declining or flat
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BUSINESS INVENTORIES
After years of “Just in Time” inventories, the pandemic has led to record low inventory days-supply. But, not all inventories are the same
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THE FREIGHT RAIL SECTOR
Rail sector volume growth is a leading indicator of recessions. Q2 growth was +25.1% y/y, but volumes have slowed to -1% in Sep. ‘21
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THE FREIGHT RAIL SECTOR
The rail sector cut about 14K jobs during the pandemic. Payrolls are up by about 1K since Jan. ‘21, a woeful recovery ratio of only 7%
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THE FREIGHT RAIL SECTOR
The Rails pulled more cars out of storage (177K) than they parked in the pandemic (126K). Covered hoppers and tanks are 71% of storage
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THE FREIGHT RAIL SECTOR
Trains on US Rails are running about 4-7% y/y slower during the expansion. Terminal dwells are longer y/y, especially on the PSR railroads
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THE U.S. ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
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THE U.S. & CANADIAN RAIL OUTLOOK
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RISKS
Another deadly coronavirus wave, potential for higher inflation and port/rail congestion are now the biggest risks facing growth

Downside Probability: 30%
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OPPORTUNITIES 
Congress has spent about $5.1 trillion on fiscal stimulus and the Fed’s balance sheet exploded by $4.3 trillion since Feb. ‘20

Upside Probability: 20%


